
A Criteria Catalogue for EvaluatingBusiness Proess Pattern ApproahesMihael Beker and Stephan KlingnerDepartment of Business Information Systems, University of Leipzig, Germany,[mbeker|klingner℄�informatik.uni-leipzig.deAbstrat. Proess models are an important element of business proessmanagement. Modelling and management of these models an be sup-ported by business proess patterns. In reent years, various approahesfor de�ning suh patterns were introdued. The aim of this paper is topromote the preise lassi�ation of these approahes by presenting aatalogue onsisting of several riteria developed by means of a system-ati literature review. A �rst evaluation of this atalogue is ondutedby lassifying ten pattern approahes.Keywords: business proess patterns, proess modelling, lassi�ation1 IntrodutionProess models are of partiular importane for designing, implementing, andevaluating information systems. Furthermore, they are used for multiple otherpurposes like supporting organisational ommuniation, projet doumentation,and employee training [20℄. Due to this fat, organisations already have modelleda wide variety of business proesses and are ontinuously improving them.Patterns have long proven to be e�etive onerning their ability to preserveexisting knowledge, to abstrat from onrete problems, and to foster ommu-niation between partiipitants [14℄. While the usage of patterns has a longtradition in �elds like software design, e.g. [19℄, patterns in the ontext of busi-ness proess models (business proess patterns, BPP) still onstitute a ratherunstrutured researh area. Despite several proposed approahes so far, the �eldstill laks a ommon terminology and general riteria on how to ompare di�erentpattern variants.This work aims at inreasing the understanding about BPP by presenting aatalogue of riteria for lassifying di�erent pattern approahes. In addition tothis aim, the work presented here is embedded in a broader researh programmeonerning the on�guration of omplex servies. Questions in this area are howto assemble a servie model based on smaller BPP. Furthermore, we want toanalyse how servie on�guration an be supported by BPP approahes. A �rstevaluation of servie on�guration approahes an be found in [7℄.In this paper, we present and disuss the riteria atalogue. To evaluate theappliability of the riteria, we exemplarily analyse ten existing BPP approahes



using the atalogue. For that reason, the remainder of this paper is organised asfollows. In the next setion, we present the theoretial bakground of BPP andgive a brief overview of how we identi�ed BPP approahes. The riteria used toompare BPP with eah other are presented in Setion 3 and applied to existingapproahes in Setion 4. The paper is onluded by disussing limitations andfuture researh steps in setion 5.2 Theoretial BakgroundTo inrease the understanding about BPP, we give some additional theoretialbakground in this setion. First, the onept of BPP is elaborated in more detail.In addition, we present our methodology for establishing the riteria atalogueand identi�ying existing BPP approahes.2.1 Business Proess PatternsAording to [29℄, patterns are a means to establish an �abstration from a on-rete form� that ours frequently �in spei� non-arbitrary ontexts�. Patternshave two distint appliation areas. Whereas in forward engineering patterns areused to reate new models, during reverse engineering existing proesses an beanalysed regarding the existene of prede�ned patterns [18℄.These two appliation areas oinide with di�erent advantages from usingBPP mentioned in literature. For example, BPP in forward engineering are away to inrease e�eny and e�etivity of proess modelling by reusing exist-ing business funtions [37℄. In reverse engineering, BPP an be used to identifyimprovement possibilities of existing proesses [5℄ and to hek the adherene topreviously de�ned organisational or legal ompliane rules [38℄. On a more ab-strat level, it is possible to use BPP for omparing proess modelling languageswith eah other [1℄.Even though several spei� approahes for speifying BPP exist, it is pos-sible to identify various ommon attributes that are neessary for every patterndesription [16, 18℄. Table 1 presents these attributes in ondensed form togetherwith a short desription of eah attribute.2.2 Researh MethodologyFor identifying existing BPP approahes and establishing the riteria atalogue,we are urrently onduting a systemati literature review based on the method-ology presented in [23℄. The review is strutured aording to the following foursteps.1. Establish a researh question: The main goal of this paper is to establishand disuss the ritera atalogue. This is supported by identifying existingapproahes for speifying BPP, i.e. we deal with the question how BPP anbe desribed. This question is embedded in a broader researh programmeas presented above.



Table 1. Common Attributes for desribing BPPAttribute DesriptionName, Desription General riteria for identifying a BPP. Partiularly in large ol-letion of patterns, it is neessary to provide a self-explanatoryname for eah pattern.Problem A detailed statement about the problem that is addressed bya BPP. The problem an be stated in various ways, e.g. goal-oriented by de�ning a desired outome [2℄ or by indiating on-straints a proess model needs to adhere to [3℄.Context The ontext desribes requirements that need to be satis�ed forapplying a given BPP. Several levels of abstration are oneiv-able to de�ne a ontext, ranging from a broad point of view (e.g.the struture of a ompany) to neessary proess states.Solution The solution setion is the ore of a BPP desription and de�nesthe neessary steps to apply a pattern. Based on the formalityof the pattern representation, it is possible to inlude graphialrepresentations like BPMN or UML ativity diagrams.E�ets In this setion, the results of applying a BPP are desribed. Thisan be ahieved by a purely informal desription of the ontext.Furthermore, it is possible to identify performane indiators thatare in�uened by a spei� BPP [16℄. Though most approahesfous on de�ning positive e�ets, it is also neessary to keep sidee�ets in mind.2. Develop a searh strategy for identifying relevant ontributions : We startedthe literature survey by reviewing publiations of main onferenes and jour-nals in the BPM area, searhing publiation titles for pattern, template, andMuster (German for pattern). To extend these �rst results, we searhedfor the terms proess pattern, proess template, and Prozessmuster (Ger-man for proess pattern) in the general literature databases ACM DL, IEEEXPlore, SieneDiret, and SpringerLink. To onlude the survey, a forward-bakward-referene searh based on the found results is urrently onduted.3. Establish inlusion and exlusion riteria: We inlude aademi and pratialapproahes dealing with BPP, e.g. papers presenting a pattern atalogue orgeneral approahes on how to speify patterns. Furthermore, we onsolidateontributions desribing equal approahes.4. Analyse obtained results : Sine the fous of this paper is to present the rite-ria atalogue and to foster disussions about its appliability, the literaturereview is still in progress. We only use a small seletion of identi�ed litera-ture for evaluating our atalogue. A rigorously and soundly evaluated riteriaatalogue is an important requirement for omparing BPP approahes witheah other.The searh strategy applied in step 2 is a result of the detailed lassi�ationof our review aording to the taxonomy presented by [12℄: The fous of ourreview is on identifying researh outomes and pratial appliations regarding



BPP. We ondut the review with the goal to integrate existing approahes bygeneralising and summing up entral statements. In doing so, a onsistent ter-minology an be established and used for building linguisti bridges betweendi�erent BPP approahes. Furthermore, we ompare existing approahes basedon a given riteria atalogue. In onduting the review, we present approahesfrom a neutral perspetive. In the ongoing review, we want to analyse reent liter-ature as ompletely as possibly and, thus, seek an exhaustive overage. However,in this work, we only present seleted approahes to evaluate the riteria ata-logue. Sine we fous on abstrat ideas of proess model patterns, we organisethe literature review oneptually. Finally, the intended audiene of our reviewonsists of sholars speialised in BPM.3 Criteria CatalogueWe developed the subsequently presented riteria atalogue for omparing dif-ferent BPP approahes with eah other. Every riterion is either obtained fromliterature about lassi�ation of proesses or established indutively during theliterature review (depited using the letter i in Tables 2, 3, and 4). To distinguishbetween di�erent types of riteria, we divided the atalogue into the three lassesgeneral riteria, representational riteria, and riteria regarding the features ofpattern approahes.3.1 General CriteriaThe riteria for a general desription of BPP are presented in Table 2. Everypattern approah is lassi�ed aording to a spei� type. This riterion wasestablished indutively during the literature review. The type is used to groupapproahes that are based on similar fundamental ideas and allows for an iden-ti�ation of the wide variety on how BPP are applied in siene and pratie.� Metamodel The most generi approahes present BPP metamodels, i.e. theyde�ne the struture that a BPP atalogue or BPPs need to onform to [26℄.These ontributions are valuable, sine they lay the foundation for speifyingpattern atalogues. While a large olletion of BPP is of great value forpratie, the aademi world is usually interested in justi�ed metamodels.� Design Patterns Similar to the well-known software design patterns [19℄,design patterns for proesses are used to support modelling new proesses.It is possible to use these patterns for ombining prede�ned modelling ele-ments at high levels of abstration [4℄. Furthermore, using design patternsmay support proess maintenane similar to e�ets found in software engi-neering [22℄.� Anti Pattern Anti patterns de�ne situations that must not or should notour in proess models. Patterns that must not our usually violate prede-�ned onstraints that may evolve from legal or organisational requirements.Furthermore, it is possible to identify situtations that redue the perfor-mane of a proess and, thus, should be avoided. Based on the degree of



formalisation of the pattern representation, it is possible to automatiallyidentify proess parts with anti patterns. However, knowledge about antipatterns an also support reating better proess models and to adhere tobusiness proess modelling guidelines [6℄.� Compliane Pattern This type of pattern an be seen as the positive oun-terpart to anti patterns, sine ompliane patterns desribe situations thatproess models need to adhere to. They are usually related to business ruleswhih an, for example, be represented using the ECA paradigm (event, on-dition, ation) [24℄. Similar to anti patterns, ompliane patterns might betriggered by legal or organisational requirements. Furthermore, it is possibleto use ompliane patterns as design patterns to foster the development ofvalid proess models.� Mining Patterns Unlike the aforementioned pattern types, mining patternsare the result of proess mining ativities in existing event logs. Thus, theyrepresent situations that frequently our in work�ows. These patterns anbe used to inrease the understanding of a spei� domain. For example, it ispossible to identify o-ourring ativities or order relations between ativi-ties [35℄. Based on these data, tools for proess modelling an be enhanedby reommendations [25℄. Sine mining patterns are more fundamental om-pared to the other pattern types, they an serve as an empirial basis forderive design patterns.The origin desribes the author of a pattern approah. It is possible to distin-guish between patterns from researh and patterns from industry. While sienti�approahes are usually more omplex and founded on a rigorous theoretial un-derpinning, approahes from pratie are mostly tailored to spei� hallengesof ompanies and more lightweight. This riterion was adopted from [17℄.The sope of a BPP determines its appliation area. Patterns an be tailoredfor a spei� industry. In doing so, it is possible to ompile a best pratieatalogue. Contrary, there also exist pattern approahes that are not fousedon one domain but provide a general method for the spei�ation of BPP. Theriterion was derived from the riterion domain used in [17℄. However, the spei�domains used as values are established indutively during literature review.Aess desribes the availability of BPP. Organisations may have approahesto model BPP and pattern atalogues that are not publily available due tovarious restritions. In ontrast, sienti� approahes are often available for thepubli audiene. Somewhere in between are BPP o�ered via limited aess, e.g.by purhasing from third party providers. This riterion was adopted from [17℄.In terms of analysing existing researh approahes, the pattern origin is avaluable riterion. It is possible to dedue BPP by onduting ase studies indi�erent industries. In doing so, existing proesses of ompanies are either man-ually or automatially analysed for the existene of patterns. A more aademiapproah is to review existing literature about proesses and to identify ommon-alities. Finally, it is possible to (semi)automatially extrat patterns by miningproesses from event logs.



Table 2. General Criteria for Comparing Business Proess PatternsCriteria Soure ValuesType i Metamodel Design Anti Compliane MiningOrigin [17℄ Researh IndustrySope i Domain Spei� GeneralAess [17℄ Closed Limited OpenPattern Origin i Case Study Literature Review Proess Mining3.2 Representation of Business Proess PatternsThe following ritera address the representation of BPP and are summarised inTable 3. In general, every pattern needs to be de�ned in a spei� notation. Thisan be done by using an existing notation, e.g. BPMN or UML. Furthermore, it ispossible to extend an existing notation with neessary elements for representingBPP. On the one hand, these extensions an be failitated by the used modellingnotation. For example, UML provides apabilities to establish so-alled UMLpro�les, an extension of the language w.r.t. the metamodel [28℄. On the otherhand, it is possible to extend the metamodel and to establish new notationalelements. Besides using and extending existing notations, it is also possible todevelop a new notation for representing BPP. This riterion was inspired by [17℄where the riterion modelling language is used.BPP an be represented using di�erent degrees of formalisation. First of all,it is possible to desribe BPP without any formalisation. This is often the asewhen patterns are desribed in natural language as a best pratie atalogue foran organisation. Due to the lak of formality, these patterns an only be usedas a starting point for modelling, sine it is not possible to use them diretly asmodelling elements. Contrary to this, the syntax and semantis of BPP an bede�ned formally. Thus, the usage of patterns (formal syntax) and their mean-ing (formal semantis) is learly de�ned. While informal desription of patternsmight lead to ambiguities and misunderstandings [36℄, formally de�ned patternsmight be too restritive. Sine it is sometimes not neessary or not possibleat reasonable expense to de�ne formal semantis for every notational element,semiformal approahes exist. This riterion was adopted from [9, p. 59℄.Similar to the formalisation degree, the representation of a BPP depends onthe used notation. Patterns an either be represented textual or graphial. Whiletextual representation may be based on natural language or formal logis, graphi-al representations use elements like retangles and arrows to desribe BPP. Thisriterion was adopted from [27℄. Though existing researh partly argues for usinggraphial representations to inrease e�ieny [39℄, it is suseptible to debatewhether it is possible to transfer these �nding to the BPP area.To establish a atalogue of BPP, it is sometimes neessary to de�ne stru-tural relations between patterns. A rather simple approah is to indiate relatedpatterns, e.g. patterns that solve similar problems or an be used in similarontexts. A more advaned approah for struturing a atalogue of prede�ned



Table 3. Representational Criteria for Comparing Business Proess PatternsCriteria Soure ValuesNotation [17℄ Existing Extension NewFormalisation [9℄ Formal Semi-Formal InformalRepresentation [27℄ Graphial TextualStrutural Relation i Related Hier. RestritionCompositional Relation i Sequential Hier. Composition Notation DependentLevel of Abstration i L-0 L-1patterns is to de�ne hierarhi restritions between these patterns. In doing so,it is possible to desribe spei�ation and generalisation relations.Besides struturing the pattern atalogue, it is possible to de�ne omposi-tional relations to speify how patterns an be ombined with eah other. In asolely sequential way, patterns an be used as onseutive modelling elements.Furthermore, it is possible to ompose omplex patterns from more simple ones,i.e. patterns are organised in a hierarhial way. If patterns are presented inan existing proess modelling language, it is also possible to use the patternsin ombination with other modelling elements, i.e. the relations are notationdependent. The values of this riterion were established indutively during theliterature review.The level of abstration on whih BPP are presented diretly a�ets the waypatterns are applied during modelling. With a L-0-representation, patterns arepresented on the same level of abstration as proess modelling elements. Itis neessary to note that this does not diretly orrespond to the usage of anexisting notation. Instead, patterns might be presented language independentfor being appliable in di�erent notations. If BPP are presented in a more ab-strat way than proesses, we all this a L-1-representation. This riterion wasinspired by existing literature about metamodelling, e.g. [11℄. In this sense, L-0approahes present BPP as models and L-1 approahes are metamodels for on-rete models. This riterion might be suseptible to disussion, sine notationsfor modelling business proesses have di�erent abstration levels of their own.However, we present this riterion as it seems important for desribing a patternapproah.3.3 Features of Business Proess PatternsThe last group of riteria desribes features that are supported by approahesfor de�ning BPP; it is summarised in Table 4. Existing notations for modellingbusiness proesses allow for modelling di�erent views. For a holisti representa-tion of patterns, it is neessary to over not only one view. We analyse patternapproahes based on the support of these views. This riterion was establishedindutively during researh. However, it was inspired by the separation of viewsaording to [40℄. In addition to the known views ontrol �ow, data �ow, andresoure, we add two new views. BPP supporting the message view allow for de-sribing the interation between di�erent proess partiipants. Approahes with



Table 4. Feature Criteria for Comparing Business Proess PatternsCriteria Soure ValuesViews i, [40℄ Abstrat Control Data Resoure MessageAdaptability i Stati Design Choi. Con�guration Pts. FormalGuidelines i Yes NoTool Support i Yes NoPrede�ned Patterns i Numberan abstrat view are not foused on a spei� view but rather provide generaldesriptions of BPP.The adaptability of BPP de�nes the degree to whih the patterns an beustomised for a spei� use ase. On the one hand, stati BPP an be used toreate new or evaluate existing models. However, there is no prede�ned way onhow to adapt them for spei� needs. On the other hand, there exist patternapproahes that de�ne how patterns an be on�gured. This an be ahieved onseveral ways, e.g. by giving modellers various design hoies at hand, by de�ning�xed on�guration points, or by using a formalised on�guration approah. Thisriterion was established indutively during the literature review.To inrease usability of BPP, it is often neessary to lead modellers by givingthem guidelines on how to use and ombine patterns in di�erent phases of theBPM life yle, e.g. a handbook desribing the appliation of patterns duringproess modelling. We analyse the pattern approah by means of existene ofsuh guidelines. For the sake of brevity, we present this riterion based on asimple yes-no-distintion, sine omparing guidelines is a separate researh topi.While a olletion of patterns or a metamodel providing general patternattributes ontributes to the aademi disussion about BPP, tool support isneessary for making pattern approahes appliable in pratie. Depending onthe type of the approah, a oneivable tool might be an implemented olletionof reusable patterns for existing proess editors. Furthermore, it is possible todevelop tools for de�ning proess models adhering to a spei� metamodel. Inthis work, we do not detail the tool type but restrit the values to yes and no.The last riterion we use is the amount of prede�ned patterns an approahpresents. This riterion ranges from no prede�ned patterns to exemplary de-sriptions (e.g. in terms of use ases) to a given atalogue of patterns. Thoughthe amount of existing patterns is no funtional harateristi of an approah,it might indiate approahes that require additional evaluation.4 ResultsIn this setion, a �rst evaluation of the riteria atalogue desribed above isonduted by omparing ten BPP approahes from siene with eah other. It isneessary to note, that the number of BPP approahes presented does not raisethe laim of a omprehensive survey. Sine the fous in this stage of our researhis to omplete and evaluate the riteria atalogue, ompleteness is not required



up to now. In the following, we present intial �ndings aording to the di�erenttypes general riteria, representational riteria, and feature riteria. We haveseleted the presented BPP approahes to point out a wide variety of di�erentstrategies.4.1 General CriteriaTable 5 presents the evaluation of the analysed approahes regarding the generalriteria of the atalogue. The most important riterion in this lass is the typeof a pattern. As stated above, it was developed indutively during the reviewproess. Therefore, it was possible to lassify every identi�ed approah.Table 5. Evaluation of general riteriaNo. Soure Type Origin Sope Aess Pattern Origin01 [16℄ Metamodel Siene Proess Improvement Open LR02 [18℄ Metamodel Siene General Open ISO standard03 [4℄ Design Siene Con�gurable Proesses Open LR04 [8℄ Design Siene Soial Proesses Open LR, CS05 [37℄ Design Siene General Open CS06 [31℄ Design Siene General Open ?07 [34℄ Design Siene Change Management Open CS08 [35℄ Mining Siene General Open PM09 [5℄ Anti Siene General Open CS10 [38℄ Compliane Siene General Open CSFor this paper, the review was restrited to aademi ontributions. There-fore, every pattern approah originates from siene and is, thus, open to thepubli. This allows for disussing the approahes and omparing them with eahother. However, the restrition to aademia is a severe limitation, too. It isreasonable to assume that a multitude of pattern approahes exist in organisa-tional pratie. Partiularly onsidering the fat that ompanies maintain proessrepositories of hundreds or even thousands of proess models [15℄, it would benaive to assume that pratie is waiting for aademi pattern atalogues. How-ever, aademia an foster the pattern disussion in pratie by providing newmethods for identifying and desribing BPP.The interrelationship between pratie and aademia an be seen in the eval-uation of the pattern origin riterion, too. Most of the BPP approahes presentedhere are based on ase studies (indiated by CS in Table 5) and on literaturereviews (indiated by LR). However, there is also an approah desribing BPPidenti�ed via proess mining (indiated by PM) and one approah that estab-lished BPP aording to an existing ISO standard. By utilising ase studies,proess mining, and ISO standards, it is possible to develop BPP that are foundin pratie. Contrary, sienti�ally grounded patterns might be found by litera-ture reviews.



4.2 Representation of Business Proess PatternsIn Table 6, the evaluation of the representational riteria is summarised. Theabbreviations in this table need to be interpreted as follows. The seond olumnnotation ontains shortuts for natural language (NL), UML Ativity Diagrams(UML AD), Event Driven Proess Chains (EPC), and Semanti Business ProessModeling Language (SBPML). The values in the third olumn (degree of for-malisation) are either formal (F) or semiformal (SF). Column 4 depits whethera BPP approah is based on graphial (G) or textual (T) representation. Thestrutural and ompositional relations between BPP are represented as HR (hi-erarhi restrition), RP (related patterns), ND (notational dependent), and HC(hierarhi omposition). The last olumn represents the level of abstration.Table 6. Evaluation of representational riteriaNo. Notation Form. Repres. Strut. Relations Comp. Relations Abs. Lev.01 NL,UML SF T,G RP ND L-102 NL,UML AD SF T,G none ND L-103 Abstrat SF T,G none ND L-104 BPMN Extension SF G HR ND L-005 UML AD SF G RP ND L-006 Petri Nets F G HR HC,ND L-007 NL,EPC SF G none ND L-108 Formal Logi F T RP n/a L-109 SBPML SF G none ND L-010 Abstrat SF T none ND L-1It is notieable that all approahes present BPP at least semiformally de�ned.This is due to the fat that the desription of BPP is usually not restrited tonatural language but rather supported by graphial representations using anexisting proess modelling language. This method has two bene�ts. First, thenatural language de�nition allows for a detailed desription of the problem andontext fators addressed by a spei� BPP apporah. Seond, the graphialrepresentation an be used as a starting point for using a BPP either for reatingnew models or for searhing for patterns in existing models.The evaluation of the riteria unveils a orrelation between used notation andompositional relations. Of ourse, BPP of approahes based on an existing no-tation an be ombined aording to the rules of this notation, i.e. their omposi-tional relations are notationally dependent. The same holds for BPP approahesthat are not tied to a spei� notation but use an abstrat representation. Onthe one hand, this an be ahieved by giving guidelines for implementation of aBPP in di�erent languages (e.g. [4℄ presents implementations for Con�gurableEPCs [30℄ and for Provop [21℄). On the other hand, formal logis an be used tospeify restritions proesses need to adhere to [38℄.An interesting result regarding the ompositional relations riterion is re-vealed by the mining approah number 08. The riterion is not appliable for



mining patterns, sine it annot be said in whih form BPP are mined fromexisting proess logs. In [35℄, formal logis is used to speify the mined BPP.Thus, ompositional relations between these patterns are at least oneivable.4.3 Features of Business Proess PatternsThe results onerning the evaluation of feature riteria are presented in Table 7.In the seond olumn presenting views of the BPP approahes, shortuts for on-trol �ow (CF) and message �ow (MF) are used. The riteria guidelines and toolsupport are presented solely based on a yes-or-no evaluation. However, a no inthese olumns does not automatially indiate that there is no support for theseBPP approahes. In partiular, for approahes based on existing proess mod-elling languages, it is not neessary to develop distint software tools. Instead,it is possible to reuse existing tools, possibly enhaned by pattern repositories.The same applies for guidelines that exist for proess modelling languages, too.Table 7. Evaluation of feature riteriaNo. Views Adaptability Guidelines Tool Support Prede�ned Patterns01 Abstrat Stati No No 202 CF Stati Yes No 103 CF Design Choies No No 1004 CF,MF Stati Yes No 705 CF,MF Design Choies Yes Yes 706 CF Stati Yes No 4307 CF Con�g. Points No No 1408 CF n/a No No n/a09 CF Stati No No 1810 CF Stati Yes No 16The prevalene of approahes foussing on the ontrol �ow must not be on-sidered as an indiator for evaluating a broader amount of BPP approahes.Instead of this, it is entirely based on the subjetive seletion of presented ap-proahes. Partiularly, the work�ow patterns ommunity has published severaltehniques for de�ning other views, too. The interested reader is referened tothe seminal works about data �ow [33℄ and resoure �ow patterns [32℄.Contrary to this, the prevalene of stati BPP approahes an be seen as morerepresentative. This is attributable to the used proess modelling languages,sine most of them do not support proess on�guration [30℄. To overome thisshortoming, BPP approahes present di�erent design hoies for several BPP.For example, approah 05 presents at least two variants of every BPP resulting indi�erent UML Ativity Diagrams. Approah 07 pursues another strategy. Insteadof de�ning on�gurable BPP, they de�ne BPP elements that an be ombinedaording to prede�ned on�guration rules.



5 ConlusionDuring the evaluation of the riteria atalogue, several questions arose whihshould be disussed in this setion. A major hallenge we had to deal with, isthe lak of a rigorous BPP de�nition resulting in disussions about what ountsas a BPP and what not. Though in general it is lear what is meant by the wordpattern, this might be ontroversial for onrete approahes.As stated above, the de�nition given by [29℄ inludes that patterns need tobe an �abstration from a onrete form�. However, this might not be appliablefor BPP that are de�ned in an existing proess modelling language and, abovethis, for BPP in abstration level L-0. Sine these BPP an be diretly usedas modelling elements, one might argue that these are not patterns but proessparts. Though the deision whether an approah desribes BPP does not severlyin�uene the riteria atalogue, it needs to be onsidered during literature reviewand empirial evaluation of the atalogue.During lassi�ation of BPP approahes aording to the riteria, it wassometimes di�ult to assign a type to a spei� BPP approah. It has beenshown that the types design, anti, ompliane, and mining pattern might not bemutually exlusive. This is due to the fat that this riterion is based on the usageof a BPP. However, it is possible to use a spei� BPP in more than one way,e.g. using ompliane patterns as design patterns. Furthermore, transformationsbetween anti patterns and ompliane patterns are oneivable. However, we stillargue for this riterion from a pratial point of view, sine it allows for a simplelassi�ation of BPP approahes.In this paper, we propose an approah for establishing a uni�ed BPP termi-nology and �rst steps for integrating existing BPP approahes. In doing so, wehave identi�ed the two riteria strutural relations and ompositional relationsthat seem of speial importane for future researh. It an be expeted that BPPapproahes allowing for the de�nition of relations between BPP an be ombinedwith approahes by other authors more easily. This is due to the fat that theserelations an be used to identify ommonalities between di�erent BPP.Currently, the riteria atalogue is limited by two shortomings that needto be overome in future researh. Though we onduted a �rst evaluation ofthe riteria, we annot ensure onsisteny of the lassi�ation as of yet. Instead,we present the atalogue as a basis for disussion to inrease its rigour. Usingthe results of the literature survey, the atalogue an be further strengthened byevaluating inter-rater reliability and, if neessary, adjust riteria.The seond shortoming is a result of the riteria used so far. Currently,the majority of them an only be applied to lassify existing BPP approahesaording to several harateristis. In doing so, it is possible to identify BPPapproahes that meet spei� requirements. For example, a proess modellingprojet for automated proesses needs to adhere to other requirements thanmodelling highly ollaborative human proesses. While the �rst might lay itsfous on the ontrol �ow perspetive, the latter needs distinguished message�ow support. Chanes are that it is possible to automate this step based ona atalogue of requirements that are linked with spei� BPP harateristis.
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